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I. The Artist as Reader: Outlines of Research

Generally we are more interested in the books artists produced than in those they drew on for their work. Whereas artists' books have established themselves as collection items and subjects of research with the advent of modernism, we become aware of the books artists owned especially when they land in archives as part of a bequest or when they belong to the inventories of historic artists' homes or studios. Often enough, even today works of art eloquently – and even perhaps at times too explicitly – inform about what the artist read. The fact is that even the subtlest intermedial allusions and mere anticipation of being able to discover traces of literary affiliations secures the curiosity of interpreters for such works of the visual arts.

To the question put to him in spring 2009 of whether a specific work of art had changed his view of the world, Damien Hirst retorted:

Oh there's millions! You know, I've fucking devoured artworks for years. Just went through Cage and everything. Francis Bacon or Jeff Koons probably changed my life. There's so many great artists. I remember being in the library of the school, looking at all the books, thinking: Fuck! You know, I'm gonna read all this.¹

The artist as reader is a long story that has not come to an end in the 21st century – as we can see in the above quote.² Hirst's description of himself is tinged with ambivalence. After all, the statement is from someone whose work conceptually builds on provocation, breaking with tradition,

² The recent exhibitions The Artist's Library (Centre International d'art et du paysage, Île de Vassivière, 24.02–15.06.2008, curated by Carrie Pilto) and Versions – Artist's Library (Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst, Leipzig, 26.09.2008–04.01.2009, curated by Edina Nagy) present two typical examples.
and exulting in undermining intellecutallity in art, the age-old legitimation of the \textit{pictor doctus}. Of course we do not really know if Hirst actually did read a great number of books. The truth of his remark may have only little relevance for the study of his work. And indeed we would, in the case of an artist such as Damien Hirst, hardly think of reconstructing a history of reception by consulting illustrated art books, although, for the early modern period, this has long determined research on artists as readers. To this day, art-historical research – and specifically the iconological approach – primarily searches for books relevant to images, the erudite text behind the obscurely clever \textit{invenzione}. Taking stock of book titles from artists' inventories, or reconstructing libraries that artists possibly had access to, promised enlightenment on complex iconographies and the work of the learned artist.\footnote{Klein R., “Die Bibliothek von Mirandola und das Giorgione zugeschriebene ‘Concert champêtre’”, \textit{Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte} 30 (1967) 199–206.} In contrast, the larger perspective of a history of knowledge and education focusing on artists as readers remains a desideratum for further study.\footnote{On research of artists' libraries and artists as readers we find a pioneer in Białostocki J.: “Doctus artifex and the library of the artist in XV/10th and XVI/10th century”, in Horodisch A. (ed.), \textit{De arte et libris: Festschrift Erasmus 1934–1984} (Amsterdam: 1984) 11–22. An early attempt to canonize artists' knowledge was through the institution of a library in the Paris Academy, which was founded in 1648. On this topic see Müntz E., “La bibliothèque de l’ancienne académie royale de peinture et de sculpture (Bibliothèque de l’école nationale des beaux-arts) 1648–1793”, \textit{Mémoires de la société de l’histoire de Paris et de l’Île de France} 24 (1897) 33–50; Krause K., “Par les préceptes et par les exemples: Überlegungen zur Ausbildung der Maler im Paris des 17. Jahrhunderts”, \textit{Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte} 69 (2006) 194–216 [with references to additional archival material]. Bredius A. (ed.), \textit{Künstler-Inventare: Urkunden zur Geschichte der holländischen Kunst des XVIten, XVIIten und XVIIIten Jahrhunderts}, 8 vols. (The Hague: 1915–1922). An outstanding exception for a key study on artists as readers in a larger history-of-knowledge context is still: Duhem P., \textit{Etudes sur Léonard de Vinci: Ceux qu’il a lus et ceux qui l’ont lu} [“Those he read and those who read him”], 3 vols. (Paris: 1906–1913). An important recent reconstruction of an artist’s appropriation of literature is Golahny A., \textit{Rembrandt’s Reading: The Artist’s Bookshelf of Ancient Poetry and History} (Amsterdam: 2003).}

The ambitions of this introduction are therefore to give a structural outline of the key issues of existing research on the topic and to delineate areas of possible future research using analysis examples. Based on the history of knowledge, the chapters of this volume will then correspondingly elucidate various aspects of how, in the early modern period, artists' education, knowledge, reading and libraries were related to the ways in which they presented themselves. The volume endeavours at long last to go beyond merely publishing inventories by investigating the problem of artists' libraries with a fundamentally stronger emphasis on a discourse-analytical and history-of-knowledge approach. As a result, it is possible to
challenge or at least renew the debate on a central concept in recent art-historical research, that of the learned artist, the doctus artifex or pictor doctus. Dating back to the 16th century and propagated by art theorists, the notion of the ideal artist – who was likewise a well-read intellectual – facilitated acceptance of the visual arts among the liberal arts, and the thread of this art-theoretical construct was later taken up by iconological studies and, more recently, research on artists.5

Reading is apparently the greatest proof of refinement when viewed within the context of the social climb of the visual artist. Only through the cultivation of intellect could artists rise above being considered only artisans. Erudition was the means of imbuing their work with a quasi scholarly and philosophical dignity, and for elevating their status to that of the poeta doctus or poeta eruditus. It is only as reader that the artist can participate in the exclusive culture of clerics, humanists, rulers and courtiers. But the question is not only whether the pictor doctus really existed or not. Rather, we must ask, how did it come about that such a figure was integrated into the general history-of-knowledge context of research on the early modern period. To answer this question it is imperative that a crossdisciplinary
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6 On the figure of the learned poet see Grimm G.E., Literatur und Gelehrtenentum in Deutschland: Untersuchungen zum Wandel ihres Verhältnisses vom Humanismus bis zur Frühaufklärung (Tübingen: 1983).
comparison be undertaken of all prior rather sporadic studies on artists’ reading – of not only books by natural scientists, philosophers, the clergy, legal scholars, but also by craftsmen and the uneducated – in order to outline what artists’ reading specifically entails. While the prestige of poets, rhetoricians, philosophers, and theologians was not debated, interestingly enough visual artists developed unique justification strategies by targeting the elevation of their profession from the ranks of an artisanal craft to the status of a liberal art. The process of their social climb was settled temporarily when the academies were founded – in 1563 the inauguration of the Accademia del Disegno in Florence took place and in 1593 Federico Zuccari reorganised the Roman Accademia di San Luca.

This was a sign that the pictor doctus was at least established in Italy as the prototype of the artist. It must be emphasized, however, that such a climb could only materialize concurrent to an increase in opportunities for acquiring knowledge. It was not until the 16th century that, with the invention of printing and a pronouncedly vernacular culture, attempts were made within the book market to conflate knowledge also for the visual-art discipline, to make it available to artists, and draw up rules for all artists to use as orientation through the medium of the book. Printing made the same texts freely available in different cities and countries so that art norms and specific ‘artists’ knowledge’ – in the sense of a body of knowledge familiar to a majority of artists – became widespread, much more so than the face-to-face exchange of knowledge within the workshop situation. All in all, we can safely assume that there was an interaction between practical knowhow acquired as a student and knowledge acquired through independent study and reading (although presumably seldom done systematically). Book collections seemed to take on the function of a collective memory in an externalized form. While they alleviated private memory, they likewise restricted it, which was of more consequence for artists than, for example, theologians. Indeed, the

---


spread and reception of artists’ knowledge in printed form had the result that norms were established for the aesthetic imagination, which always then occurred when learned inventions fed on a canonical preselection of books. On the other hand, this makes the exceptions particularly interesting, as in the case of Leon Battista Alberti, who ostentatiously demonstrated his erudition by a dislike for printed books, greatly preferring handmade books and manuscripts.9

II. Source Material

Undoubtedly, great efforts have been made to describe the educational background of artists and substantiate them on a more a solid stock of data. Frances Ames-Lewis exemplarily succeeded in such a reconstruction of knowledge cultures that were highly relevant for Early Renaissance visual artists.10 In addition, a plethora of related studies investigating the fund of material relevant to education in humanist culture are available.11 In glaring contrast, the problem of artists and their use of books has hitherto hardly ever been systematically investigated especially in a larger time frame.12 The number of publications relevant to the subject of artists' libraries or artists' reading practices is surprisingly meagre. Jan Białostocki’s article Doctus artifex and the library of the artist in the XVIth and XVIIth century from 1984 is still the standard in research in his unique
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attempt to achieve an overall picture based on available – admittedly rather haphazard – sources.\textsuperscript{13}

In regard to which books and manuscripts were possessed by artists, it is hardly an exaggeration to say that we have obtained our knowledge almost entirely to chance finds, to researchers in archives who stumbled across such material while in search of very different things. Correspondingly, also the selection of publications we can find on the topic has been largely determined by which documents and records have been found. But the often very elucidating presentations of historic material only very seldomly explore issues beyond the case in question. Thus, in the meantime, we know of the inventories for the libraries of painters, sculptors and architects such as Filippino Lippi,\textsuperscript{14} Leonardo da Vinci,\textsuperscript{15} Albrecht Altdorfer,\textsuperscript{16} El Greco,\textsuperscript{17} Vincente Carducho,\textsuperscript{18} Giovanni Maria Nosseni,\textsuperscript{19} Inigo Jones,\textsuperscript{20} Giovanni Antonio Rusconi,\textsuperscript{21} Carlo Maderno,\textsuperscript{22} Pietro

\textsuperscript{13} Białostocki, “Doctus artifex” 11–22.

\textsuperscript{14} Carl D., “Das Inventar der Werkstatt von Filippino Lippi aus dem Jahre 1504”, Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 31 (1981) (373–391) 388–389, nos. 222–233 in doc. II. This inventory is particularly interesting because it is a valuable document for early modern printing. Without detailed comments, the list comprises twelve volumes that the artist stored in his scrittoio: Besides Livy (the only manuscript) and an Ovid written in the vernacular, he additionally owned a bible, Dante’s works (Commedia and Convivio), Petrarch (Canzoniere) and Boccaccio (Ninfale fiesolano and probably also the Decameron), as well as Poggio Bracciolini (probably the Facezie), a “libretto delle Sibille” (considered by Carl to be a treatise by Filippo Barbieri), a “libro da compagnie” (the statues of a lay brotherhood), and “uno libro di geometria” as the only “textbook”.


\textsuperscript{17} The inventory of El Greco’s estate was drawn up by his son Jorge Manuel, see Davies D. (ed.), El Greco, exh. cat. New York-London (London: 2003) 40, 69–70 and passim.


\textsuperscript{22} Hibbard H., Carlo Maderno and Roman Architecture 1580–1630 (London: 1971) 98, 103–104.
Veri, Durante Alberti, Nicolas Poussin, Diego Velázquez, Francesco Borromini, Alessandro Algardi, Andrea Sacchi, Carlo Maratta, Domenico Guidi, Pieter Saenredam, Jürgen Ovens, Johann Carl Loth, Stefano Maria Legnani, Pier Leone Ghezzi, Matthäus Daniel Pöppelmann, Bernardo Vittone, and Lambert Krahe. In addition to a number of others. However, the reconstructions of libraries belonging to leading artists, such as Pietro da Cortona, Gianlorenzo Bernini or Peter Paul...
Rubens, were based on sources and information that cannot, ultimately, be verified as pertinent to the cases in question.³⁹

The situation grows even more complicated if we also regard manuscripts. It is well known that especially transcriptions – and a great many of them too – of Leonardo’s treatise on painting were passed on from one artist to another, without them actually owning a copy themselves. Such manuscripts were, of course, not included in inventories. It is generally more difficult to find information on artists’ archives than what we are used to finding on scholars’ archives.⁴⁰ Because more sources have survived from the 18th and 19th century than previous, the situation is, overall, more encouraging. Also in this time frame there was an increase in the heuristic value of library inventories for describing artists’ intellectual ambitions. Worth mentioning in this context is the well-documented and therefore rare case of the Danish painter Nicolai Abildgaard (1743–1809). Abildgaard learnt several languages on his own in order to read his books, and he even evacuated his library by himself when Copenhagen was under fire during an attack by the British fleet in 1801.

As Nelson threatened to cannonade the city I evacuated my books, so my room remained empty for six days. During this time I would walk around in it and, again and again, go to pull out a book. I felt as if I had been deserted when I only found the empty shelves. I cannot begin to describe how this filled me with melancholy, so I swore to myself that I would never sell my books.⁴¹


A comic pen-and-ink drawing by his close friend the sculptor Johan Tobias Sergel portrays the painter leaning against a print cabinet in a casual pose while reading. The impressive abundance of books in the background is contrasted by numerous empty bottles amassed under the draftsman’s table. The inscription “BIBLIOTECA SERGELIANA” points out an alternative route for arousing the powers of the imagination.42 [See fig. 3] Even the literary subjects Abildgaard chose for his pictures, such as Shakespeare’s dramas, point out how close-knit his library holdings and his favourite books were. Possible sources for unusual subject matter indifferent to the poetic rules, such as *Hamlet points at the Ghost of his Father to show his Mother*, could have been Shakespeare or Johann Gottfried Herder’s *Von deutscher Art und Kunst* (Hamburg 1773). In this book, which was part of Abildgaard’s library according to the inventory, the appearance of the ghost was mentioned as an example of the genius of Shakespeare that lay in transgressing the rules of the hierarchy of dramatic kinds.43 This case shows that research on artists’ libraries has the potential of definitely facilitating the study, in the classical sense, of rare forms of iconography and their scope of meaning. Furthermore, the fact that Herder’s publication was present in Abildgaard’s library gives insight into a general history of taste and changing intellectual requirements for artistic activity. A history of knowledge tracing such transformations in the lives of early modern artists is lacking.

III. *The Artists’ Library as Fact and Metaphor*

So far there have been very few targeted attempts to search in archives for material on artists’ libraries on a broader scale and exclusively for the purpose of formulating results from the sources found. Likewise there have been no endeavours to statistically evaluate known inventories and owners’ entries in a larger history-of-knowledge context. On the one hand, the – none too frequent and often unreliable – topical reports we have about artists’ reading habits in biographical literature must be rela-
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tivised by comparing them with factual knowledge gained through finds in archives. On the other, it is essential that we compare such archival facts with book lists and a recommended canon of literature for artists, such as is presented in the treatises of theoreticians like Giovanni Battista Armenini, Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo, Luigi Scaramuccia, Willem Goeree, Gerard de Lairesse or Roger de Piles.

Armenini’s *Veri precetti della pittura* divided into categories the books that were essential for artists to read in order to properly meet the demands of their vocation: devotional literature, history books, iconography manuals, and – to excite the powers of the imagination – novels such as *Amadis*, as well as standard literature on architecture with Vitruvius at the top of the list.44 Only shortly afterwards Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo (1538–1600) devoted a chapter in *Idea del tempio della pittura* to the necessary sciences for the painter. In this context he brought up the topic of the ‘Libri necessari al pittore’, but did not name any individual authors despite differentiating between highly divergent areas of knowledge.45

---

44 See Bialostocki, “Doctus artifex” 20.
The painter Charles-Alphonse Dufresnoy, with the publication of the didactic poem and very successful Horace interpretation *De arte graphica*, immediately awakened great interest among art lovers. It was communicated in flawless hexameters, but first had to be translated for his artist colleagues. In the same year it was first published (1667) a French prose version followed, written by the young Roger de Piles (1635–1709) who here too was not sparing in his display of erudition in detailed and extensive *Remarques*. Under the title of ‘The artist’s library and the books he should read, or have read to him’, he put together a canon of literature that ranges from the Bible to André Félibien’s recently published *Entretiens*. He likewise included antiquarian books and publications on medallions, but there is no mention of Italian art theory. Homer and Pausanias were to provide artists with ‘beautiful ideas’; Livy and Flavius Josephus educate them in Roman history; and ‘certain novels’ were allowed to inspire, although this was a dangerous undertaking because they falsified history. The Latin classics were generally recommended in modern translations. And curious artists had the option of informing themselves by reading an *abrégé* of Baronius’s multi-volume history of the Church.46 Such particulars make it obvious that, despite the fact it was desirable that artists be educated, they were not to be overburdened by their endeavours.

Published almost simultaneously in 1674, Luigi Scaramuccia’s (1616–1680) book *Le finezze de’ pennelli italiani* divides the books to read subdivided into ‘Historie del Mondo (inter alia Livy, Tacitus, and Justus Lipsius), ‘Historie sacre’ (Josephus Flavius and the Holy Scriptures), and ‘Poesie diverse’. In the last group he listed Virgil and Ovid alongside the moderns Ariosto, Tasso, and Marino [see fig. 4].47 Correspondingly, Jonathan Richardson rounds up his comprehensive list of the Bible, Homer, Thucydides, Livy, Virgil and Plutarch with Spenser and Milton.48 In the eyes of the bookseller and art theoretician Willem Goeree (1635–1711) from Middelburg, the best way to train the imagination and memory was to read the
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Fig. 4. Luigi Scaramuccia, *Le finezze de' pennelli italiani* (Pavia: 1674), p. 195.
historical works of antiquity, to which he also included Virgil’s *Aeneid*. After roughly sorting the bulk of literature worth reading (“Wat boeken men behoorde te lesen”) in his *Inleyding* he emphasized the advantages of knowledge of other languages even if translations were more readily available in the meantime.\(^{49}\) Then he proceeds to underscore the benefits of both antiquarian books as well as manuals and, in fact, every kind of illustrative material in print form, and goes on to individually introduce various compilations containing representations of ancient sculptures (Boissard, Rubens, Perrier, de Bisschop). Young painters eager to learn were to always have their diverse resources at hand, according to Goeree. Thus they could appropriate a rich fund of useful and pertinent knowledge by continually switching between reading and drawing, artistic practice and consolidation of intellectual speculation.\(^{50}\)

To what extent did artists take such recommendations to heart? Did they only correspond to the ideals of the educated laiety, or did they outline the ideal range of literature that we would expect ambitious artists to have had in their bookshelves at the time anyhow? Already a fleeting look at the surviving inventories shows that the titles represented in libraries largely overlapped, that we actually find many of the approved treatises again and again. For example, Flavius Josephus’s description of the War of the Jews was immensely popular north and south of the Alps; De Piles called it the ‘fifth Gospel’ in his list, second after the Bible. [see fig. 5.]

Devotional writings, too, such as Ludolph von Sachsen’s *Vita Christi* as well as the *Vitae patrum* and the *Flos sanctorum* were still widely read in the Baroque period. Thomas à Kempis’s small book *De imitatione Christi*, committed to the Devotio Moderna movement, experienced a revival due to the Catholic Reformation and was widely circulated in various
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\(^{50}\) Goeree, *Inleyding* 43: ‘…also moet eenen Jong Schilder van de beginner aan, door gedurige oeffeningen van Lesen, Teikenen, Spekuleeren, Kopiëren, ondervragen, praktise-eren en uytvorssen, sijn gemoed met wijsheid soeken te vervullen; op dat hy namaals uyt die opgeleide schatten, eens heerlijke dingen aan de Wereld sou konnen ten toon stellen.’
translations. We know from Gian Lorenzo Bernini that, during his stay in Paris, he had someone read this clearly structured and easy-to-read book out loud to him daily, and that he warmly recommended it to his attaché Fréart de Chantelou.

To be concise, all the authors named on the lists of recommended reading can be found among the surviving inventories of artists’ libraries, but never all of them together. What is highly fascinating about library holdings is when they ignore the prescribed guidelines, or their incongruities in which we can recognize the manifestations of individual preferences.

---

In order to analyse such phenomena, research on practices in borrowing books must also be undertaken. It can well be assumed that artists, as studies have verified for humanists,\textsuperscript{53} were generous in lending their books to one another or even allowing others access to their libraries.\textsuperscript{54} It goes without saying that the advantages of research on the reading habits of artists are great. We need only parenthetically call to mind the rich fund of knowledge that we have at our disposal through research on library history and can draw on in art and social history in the Baroque period – documented in Irene Baldriga’s study of the Giustiniani brothers’ library, Sebastian Schütze’s of the Barberini library, or Victoria von Flemming’s of Scipione Borghese’s.\textsuperscript{55} Similar investigations have been undertaken on Vincenzo Borghini, the scholar who advised Giorgio Vasari – as well as the artists of the Florentine Accademia del Disegno – on iconography and drafted iconographic programmes for their paintings.\textsuperscript{56} We also know of

\textsuperscript{53} Grafton, \textit{Commerce} 103.

\textsuperscript{54} In his \textit{Life of Bernardo Cavallino}, the Neapolitan artists’ biographer Bernardo de Dominici reported that the successful Neapolitan painter Massimo Stanzione, respected for his erudition, advised a younger colleague on what to read and also gave him a number of volumes from his own library: The younger colleague ‘fu ancor consigliato da Massimo [Stanzione] ad applicarsi alla lettura de’ buoni Libri di storie e di antiche favole, ed ebbe in prestantia dal Cavaliere [che molti ne aveva] la Scrittura Sacra, le favole di Ovidio, Giuseppe Ebreo [Flavius Josephus], la Gerusalemme liberata del Tasso, la quale egli chiamava il suo divertimento nell’ora che altri riposava, perché gl’altri libri mentovati gli servivan di studio per le cose, che voleva dipingere [. . .]’. De Dominici Bernardo, \textit{Le vite de’ pittori, scultori, ed architetti Napoletani} (Naples: 1745), vol. III, 34. It is noteworthy that he differentiates between reading for practical work-related knowledge and for pursuit of leisure. Of course we must not forget that the author wrote the biography about one hundred years after the events actually took place and that it holds the anecdotal description of an idealized reading canon for young future artists, meaning that we must also comprehend it as recommendations for readers of the \textit{Vite}.


Giovan Pietro Bellori, antiquarian and writer on art, that he was in possession of a private collection of books. With people such as Bellori we are confronted with libraries of persons who, as patrons, collectors, advisers, and theorists, were at least in part on friendly terms with artists. With a measure of caution, insights into their book collections potentially lead to conclusions about the intellectual motivations and backgrounds of patrons, or elucidate on the cultural knowledge context of an epoch, or describe the microhistory of an elite intellectual culture such as that of a Roman cardinal’s household and entourage. But it is out of the question that we can ultimately conclude that artists who had access to such libraries automatically absorbed the whole intellectual cosmos surrounding the owners thereof.

Focusing on the specific demands of artists, Tom Holert presents in his study on artistic competence in 18th and early 19th century France an epistemologically based examination of artists’ knowledge (Künstlerwis- sensen), investigating which books they owned, what and how they read, as well as their academic education and their practical training as the inseparable entities in building the foundations for artistic competence. Because of the fact that Holert takes his examples from Salon art – primarily discussing Anne-Louis Girodet’s Deluge from 1806 as a planned model painting for the demonstration of artistic knowledge – it is difficult to draw conclusions from the study that are relevant for early modern times, although in a few cases there are obvious reasons to do so. For example, Holert shows us how traditional fields of competence specifically adapted to the needs of the artist were very tightly interlaced, such as anatomy, book and practical knowledge, art-historical pictorial conventions and further visual information. It was the aggregate of this knowledge that...
determined the specific education of an artist, which could by no means be adequately understood by only closely studying a certain work on anatomy. [See fig. 6]

IV. Artists’ Libraries?

In the hyperthetical reconstruction of artists’ libraries we must also reflect on the term “library”. It is tempting to describe a coherent and unchanging
space for the construct of an ‘artists’ library’, implicitly premising that such a collection of books likewise have a consistent context, and possibly abide by some order or reflect some sort of canon. We immerse ourselves even deeper in speculation when we, in surviving archival findings informing of book ownership, not only attempt to reconstruct a consistent library but also an intellectual profile of its owner. Research has repeatedly fallen into this trap in the case of Peter Paul Rubens, the highly educated humanist and erudite in the authors of antiquity.

Inventories mention ‘books’ significantly more often than ‘libraries’ owned by artists. It must not be forgotten, however, that the term ‘library’ not only comprises ownership of a considerable number of books but also a place reserved for keeping them and study. In the early modern period ‘Bibliotheca’ could designate an actually existing collection of books as well as be the metaphor for quite a number of forms of ordering knowledge. The library was not just the total sum of written heritage, the locus of memory, and a representation of respective knowledge cultures. In fact, it could itself become an icon of knowledge. It effectively became the location in which knowledge was stored by a compilation of books, structured and ordered in some way, and was presented in the light of a universal science. The order of a library could, like that of a Kunstkammer, mirror order in nature, or – if this order was considered lost – reestablish it. But a single book could also accomplish the same thing: an encyclopaedia could hold the entire knowledge of a whole library. The encyclopaedia

59 Surprisingly, the term ‘library’ does not have an entry of its own in either the Historischen Wörterbuch der Philosophie or the Wörterbuch der philosophischen Metaphern. In the latter it is only mentioned – in the entry “Lesen” (Reading) by Olaf Breidbach in Konersmann R. (ed.), Wörterbuch der philosophischen Metaphern (Darmstadt: 2007) (195–207) 205–206.

60 Breidbach, “Lesen” 205.


could present knowledge order itself by exhibiting methodical strategies for finding information, or it could – as a special subject encyclopaedia – be a storehouse for specialist knowledge (such as 16th-century herbal books or Conrad Gesner’s books on zoology), or take stock of the entire knowledge of an epoch.\textsuperscript{63} Correspondingly encyclopaedias were often metaphorically termed ‘Bibliothecae’. Early modern parlance already differentiately between ‘Bibliotheca universalis’ and ‘Bibliotheca selecta’, between different models that stipulated what knowledge was to be collected, how it was to be ordered, and where it was to be kept – as well as whether its scope was to be expanded or restricted.\textsuperscript{64} Account must be taken of the fact that we can only inadequately ascertain how – in the context of encyclopaedic knowledge orders – scholarly theorization of the universal library was linked to individual practises of acquiring knowledge by reading books.

Did early modern scientific understanding comprehend the contingent character of an artist’s book collection as a typically haphazard cumulation of volumes at all as a ‘library’? Did artists’ reading imbue them with the dignity befitting a scholar or philosopher so that they can be discussed within the context of library history? Consequently, when in the following ‘artists’ libraries’ are again the topic, we will reflect on the problem of the books belonging to individual artists hardly being referred to as ‘Bibliotheca’ in discussions in the early modern period.

\footnotesize


Despite the fact that research can only be based on the fragments of artists’ book collections representing the total knowledge they had at their disposal, it nevertheless would be a worthwhile undertaking to investigate what artists’ preferred fields of knowledge were, what role the disciplines played (in the modern sense of organising the sciences and other fields of study into separate disciplines), and in what way was such knowledge possibly ordered. For the moment at least it is true that the fundamentals are missing for a knowledge-history approach, because ‘artists’ libraries’ – resembling a specific kind of ‘artists’ knowledge’ – have not been sufficiently defined as yet. In regard to ‘artists’ libraries’ it probably makes most sense to describe them as a specific way of storing knowledge and assume we are basically dealing with a kind of private specialist or reference library. Thereby its content is nevertheless universal to the extent that the social demands of the *pictor doctus* required artists to be educated. This corresponds with the observation that in documented libraries we can usually find a compact collection of books pertinent to the disciplines of the artists – be it architecture or painting. This is usually accompanied by a much smaller number of volumes containing an exceptionally rich fund of general knowledge in the areas of natural and moral philosophy, natural history, theology, geography, mythography, poetics, history, etc. Only a comparison with libraries in other disciplines can conclusively determine whether this is a specific characteristic of artists’ libraries. As far as representing knowledge in its entirety goes, it is likewise interesting to know more about the contents of individual books, because the very reduced stock of knowledge in private libraries obviously also gave rise to a preference for certain kinds of books. Thus we must ask to what extent did encyclopedically organised works, such as Vincenzo Cartari’s *Imagini degli Dei* and Cesare Ripa’s *Iconologia*, become the core stock of artists’ libraries. And moreover, it must be determined in how far such books transformed artistic practices by providing information that could be easily ‘looked up’ so that artists no longer had to go through the complex intellectual process leading to an *invenzione* by reading a variety of literary works and then comparing what they read with visual material. To conclude, there is also the general, fundamentally relevant question concerning early modern behaviour in reading: to what extent did artists not ‘read’ but rather ‘use’ books, and if artists – in addition to the library at home – also kept a set of reference works in their studios, such as anatomical atlases, that they could freely consult at any time while at work. [See fig. 7.]
We are confronted with a special case of seemingly reified artists’ readings in their designs for series of pictures based on the subject matter of certain
books or illustrations for publications and frontispieces. Here too we find an abundance of possible reading forms. One option was that the client or author stipulated exactly what was to be done and the picture was drawn entirely without the artist reading the book whose subject matter they were to illustrate. Another possibility was that artists literally vied with the book and studied it very closely. And thirdly, it was sometimes the case that a series of illustrations actually implicitly criticized their literary model and are hence documents of a subversive reading within pictorial inventions that explore independent discursive avenues. But there are still examples for palpable and analysable text-and-image relationships that allow conclusions on the impact of reading on artists.

With the Bernese painter Joseph Werner (1637–1711) we are dealing with another kind of case study. Werner pursued his career in a number of European urban centres and could easily count as the prototype of a 17th-century *pictor doctus*. Werner was fluent in a number of languages, which was highly exceptional for painters in the early modern period. His artistic pursuits reveal a penchant for intellectually complex and cryptic pictorial allegories in his miniatures. Werner initially worked in Rome where he presumably studied art under Pietro da Cortona and Carlo Maratta. From thence he then went to the court at Versailles where he was engaged as a miniature painter. Later he was also in Vienna, Bern, Basel, Augsburg and finally Berlin. There he was the founding director of the academy in 1696. A remarkable self-portrait of the 25-year-old painter has survived that is not only a self-reflection of the artist on his occupation as a painter of miniatures but also on the knowledge derived from books as an intellectual theme within a theme [fig. 8].

---

It can be safely assumed that Werner saw himself as a *pictor doctus*. He owned an impressive art collection and a library. We know about the contents of both through an inventory compiled by his friend and student Wilhelm Stettler, who had the collection under his safekeeping for a period. But what determined the intellect of a man whose self-portrait makes a definite statement on his scholarly claims to virtue and genius? Wilhelm Stettler reported on the books in Werner's possession, of

Some poetical, historical, and other profound books, such as: Le Dictionnaire Historique, Poétique & Geographique, Quinte Curce de Vaugelas in 4to, l'Iliade, & l'Odyssée d'Homère, French in 8vo; a French Virgil, verse, in 8vo, both printed in Paris; an Italian Ovid, verse, in 8vo; Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Torquato Tasso, Il Pastor Fido, Stratonica und Demetrius, prose, all in 12. Iconologia Degli Dei Antiqui, Pros[e]. 8 Le Vite de Patri Prof. 8 Iconologia de Cesare Ripa, in 4. Livre de Portraiture, par Jean Cousin, fol. I am astounded that the last two books, so useful to the painter, were not translated into German a long time ago.

It should be noted that this ‘artist's library’ was accompanied by a small collection of paintings as well as a number of drawings and copperplate engravings, including a volume of Anton van Dyck's portrait engravings and Johann Wilhelm Baur's *Metamorphoses* series (first printed in Vienna in 1641). It is surprising that the inventory lists just thirteen titles of books that obviously were Werner's most important possessions, and – if we also include the volumes of engravings – only fifteen in all. Likewise, a careful evaluation of all the inventories of early modern artists' libraries known to date leads to the conclusion that these libraries were, to the greater extent, modest in size. The largest in the early 18th century belonged to Pier Leone Ghezzi with over 1000 books, followed by Domenico Parodi, who according to his biographer Carlo Giuseppe Ratti owned 700 books.>
in the 17th century Rubens presumably possessed around 500, Saenredam 470, Borromini 459, and Domenico Guidi 375 books. In such cases we can safely speak of proper collections. A number of inventories list about 250 titles (Pietro Veri 260, Pietro da Cortona 222, Vincente Carducho at least 226); others a few less (Durante Alberti and Carl Loth around 100, El Greco 130, Giovanni Antonio Rusconi 146, Velázquez 154, Bernini 169). In contrast, 54 books sufficed Andrea Sacchi, who was generally regarded as an erudite artist, and there were only 19 books in the household of Nicolas Poussin, who was undeniably ambitious on a theoretical level and had earned the status of a ‘philosopher’ among his contemporaries. In comparison: The library of a 15th-century Renaissance philosopher such as that of Pico della Mirandola topped more than 1100 books, and the 17th-century humanist scholar Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc (1580–1637), comparable to Pico in his ambitions, accrued 5402 volumes in his library.70

It is hardly conceivable that the 15 volumes in Werner’s possession are in some way representative for the painter’s power of intellect. Indeed, the assortment of books in no way pretends to be a consistent collection. Instead, it comprises the minimal stock of manuals required by an artist as well as the so-called world literature such as Ovid, Virgil, Homer, Ariosto and Tasso – and these not in the original language but in translation.71 The books relevant to the actual discipline of the artist were Ripa’s Iconologia and Cartari’s Imagini degli Dei. After 1600 they were, so to speak, standard literature in each of the artists’ libraries for which we have surviving documents of the holdings. This suggests that Stettler’s short but exact list may be a compilation of ‘useful’ books as a guideline we can follow (and this definitely included the recreational reading of bellettristic literature), comparable to the above-mentioned reading recommendations of relevant treatises. The confrontation of the description of the books Werner owned with his evident intellectual powers and aspirations gives a very conventional picture of the artist. However, we cannot

tradition of moralising examples in artists’ biographies. Here we are reminded of Vasari’s Vita of Parmigianino. Even if Ratti’s comments have a topical structure, the information about Parodi’s exceptional collection of books cannot be entirely fictional.


71 Cf. the auction catalogue that was printed in 1667 in Haarlem of Pieter Saenredam’s extensive library in Schwartz – Bok, Pieter Saenredam 184: ‘The most complete category in the sale were the translations from Greek and Latin’.
satisfactorily answer the question of whether Stettler, by restricting the list to a few prominent authors, wished to articulate the very elevated aesthetic ambitions of the artist or was merely pointing out the epigonal nature of the collection. We can find a similar case in regard to the surviving documents on Werner’s contemporary Joachim von Sandrart, who, in his *Teutsche Academie der Bau-, Bild- und Mahlerey-Künste* (Nuremberg 1675–1680), left ample evidence of his reading habits and efforts as a compiler of knowledge. However, the fragmentary nature of records on the volumes in Sandrart’s library documented his encyclopaedic interest only very inadequately.

Also in this case, the paths Sandrart followed in pursuit of knowledge from books were apparently much more devious and more complicated than a positivistic evaluation of inventories will allow us to draw any conclusions about the intellectual profile of artists. And in regard to the reconstruction of specific artists’ knowledge we are confronted with even more difficulties. On learning that Joseph Werner owned a copy of Ripa’s *Iconologia* we of course hear the echo of the painter’s allegoric leanings, as especially testified by his self-portrait: The lion that has been tamed by a cherub corresponds to Ripa’s personification of the “Dominio di se stesso”.

But what was the process behind the appropriation of knowledge that was stored in the book? Is it conceivable that also readers unpracticed in scholarly professional reading methods appropriated knowledge by *lectio* in the context of *memoria, iudicium* and *ingenium*, that is, in the way Antonio Possevino put down in theory for erudite readers in 1593? Here, just as in the example of Werner, we are confronted with the problem of

---


73 Besides the writings of Palladio, Bosse and Serlio, who were abundantly cited by Sandrart, there is evidence that he also owned a number of volumes of engravings with Roman antiquities, Andreae Vesalius’s *De Humani Corporis fabrica* (Basel, Johannes Oporinus: 1543), several Bibles, travel journals and publications on treasuries such as Tommaso Garzoni’s *Piazza Universale* (first published in Venice, Giovanni Battista Somascho: 1585), Merian’s Bavarian topography from the *Theatrum Europaeum*, Ripa’s *Iconologia*, as well as Dutch editions of Virgil and Ovid – the latter translated by Sandrart’s friend, the poet Joost van den Vondel (Amsterdam, Abraham de Wees: 1671). On the whole the book holdings seem to reflect the interests of an amateur who reads and looks at illustrations rather than those of an intellectual. The publication of the inventory of Sandrart’s estate: Peltzer A.R., ‘Sandrart-Studien’, _Münchner Jahrbuch der bildenden Kunst_ N.F. 2 (1925) (103–165) 159–161.

establishing how the actual presence of a book is linked to the specific intellectual abilities of a painter to, for example, deconstruct a codified allegory from Ripa’s *Iconologia* and create something new. For in fact, Werner is illustrative of an artist who claimed to have invented a new type of allegory tailored to his own specific needs.

Highly relevant to the present study’s attempt at a history of knowledge of artists, Werner’s case suggests the simple insight that an artist who possessed only a few books according to surviving records does not necessarily mean that we are confronted with an uneducated artist, just as we cannot automatically conclude that an artist who owned many books was highly learned. This can be alternatively formulated with Heraclitus’s famous fragment, ‘much learning does not teach understanding’, as a fundamental scepticism about every form of polyhistory.\(^\text{75}\) Therefore the heuristic value of a purely statistical evaluation of inventories must be discussed. Those who owned books may not have read them. And if they did read them, it does not necessarily mean that the content was understood. As a result, general statements on artists and their reading habits – that can only be made on the basis of comprehensive data anyway – are put into perspective even if we view sources from a knowledge-history aspect.\(^\text{76}\) In any case, the material that has hitherto been used in discussions is incomplete and was too rashly called upon to usefully substantiate isolated cases. Hardly tenable today, too, is a ‘clean’ history of ideas as was propagated by iconology subsequent to Panofsky and which sought a text reference behind every pictorial detail, the implication being that the information at the heart of every iconographic detail was affixed to a text source accessible to the artist by reading. Hence the mechanisms that link imagery and text, artists and books must therefore be more carefully defined.

In view of the problems that arise if we wish to deduce a programme of imagery based either directly on the stock in a library or via what the artist read, it is appropriate to formulate a few heuristic maxims. The path of interpretation should not proceed from the artist’s library to the picture – it should not succumb to the imagery of the influence of the source – to establish causal relationships of inspiration or illustration. We should

\(^{75}\) Heraclitus, “Fragment B 40”, see Heraclitus, *The Complete Philosophical Fragments*, trans. William Harris, 6 (fragment 40), see: http://community.middlebury.edu/~harris/Philosophy/Heraclitus.html.

\(^{76}\) In a larger context, such a study was undertaken for the holdings of Roman private libraries, see Ago R., “Collezioni di quadri e collezioni di libri a Roma tra XVI e XVIII secolo”, *Quaderni storici* 37 (2002) 379–403.
instead start conversely with viewing the picture. On doing this we should tackle the problems that confront us and the questions left open, targeting possible literary sources and possible image-text relationships: From the image to the library, to the manuscript, to the stock of knowledge of the epoch, and back again. Thus not the catalogues listing the stocks of books that were actually at hand are decisive for determining what artists read, but instead the hints we find that point to possible or probable reading on the part of the artist based on the interpretation of pictures. Analogous to developments in literary studies that advanced from source-influence studies to an intertextual approach, we could go a step further and substitute the problematic medium of the ‘artist’ by directly placing the picture in the universe of texts. And only then proceed with the analysis of the text-image relations. To facilitate such an approach we would have to draft a descriptive apparatus also for art history. This apparatus, abstaining from the use of intentional vocabulary and beginning with the picture, should make it possible for us to describe its interpictorial and multimedia references in a differentiated way. Hence we could show how the picture features as a constitutive element in a specific epistemic constellation in which book knowledge, theories, cultural and religious backgrounds, practical and cognitive skills, scholarly and aesthetic modes of perception and their sensual visualisation are combined.

VI. Bibliotheca Universalis: The Case of the Ghezzi

Books in depictions of studios possibly provide insight into how artists used books for their work. But also here we must enquire into what types of staging and lines of tradition belonging to the classical representations of studioli were adopted in each case? Furthermore we must ask if it is feasible to expect any definite insights into concrete reading practices from them under the circumstances? Additionally, we must question in how far the books portrayed in representations of studios describe the real work situation. Or do they, instead, present themselves within the history of imaginary libraries, whose knowledge-history topoi, forms and

---

functions were recently outlined and investigated by Dirk Werle in an exemplary way.78

In regard to depictions of studios it is at least possible to correct a rather old opinion. Białostocki, namely, in referring to a series of self-portrait anthologies, stated ‘that artists neither frequently possessed considerable libraries, nor were they willing to portray themselves in the context of books. […] We look in vain for books in the representation of studios or in the self-portraits of the artists’.79

How Giuseppe Ghezzi and his son Pier Leone cultivated their self-image in drawings blatantly proves the opposite. Here an in-depth analysis is called for, not least because of the fact that the two artists continually expanded their book collection, which was without parallel in the early modern period. In 1762, when Pier Leone Ghezzi’s wife Maria Caterina Peroni made an inventory of the library that her husband left after he died, it still comprised over a thousand volumes even though some sections had already been sold.80 Pier Leone’s father Giuseppe obviously laid the cornerstone for this exceptional collection – which can hardly be described as fulfilling a special purpose.

Giuseppe Ghezzi (1634–1721) grew up in the small village of Comunanza near Ascoli Piceno in the region Le Marche, where he was trained by his father Sebastiano to be a painter. After his father died he pursued humanistic studies in Fermo and, moving to Rome in the 1650s, first set himself up there as a lawyer, but later returned to painting. 1674 he became a member of the Accademia di San Luca and, from 1678 onwards, was first secretary to the Accademia for forty years. Ghezzi was furthermore a much-sought-after connoisseur, copyist and restorer of old paintings, and likewise actively participated as a member of the Virtuosi al Pantheon. He wrote the history of this congregation of artists as well as that of the Accademia letteraria dell’Arcadia. He continued to work as an artist and still remained active organisationally at a venerable old age.81

80 Known for a long time, the complete inventory has now been published together with other documents in Dorati da Empoli M.C., Pier Leone Ghezzi: Un protagonista del Settecento (Rome: 2008) 401–487. Ghezzi’s own list contained 1150 numbers, but the greater part was already missing at the time stock was taken of the books. Instead some of the stock was inventorized with new numbering. The total proceeds were 2435,80 scudi, whereby sale of the “Libri di Disegni” made up almost half of this amount. See ibid., 475.
The Nationalmuseum in Stockholm houses a red-chalk drawing by his hand. The work belongs to the comprehensive series of artists’ portraits that the Roman collector and biographical author Nicola Pio compiled between 1717 and 1724 to illustrate the artists’ biographies he had written [fig. 9].

The very fascinating series has hitherto been examined primarily in relation to collection history, thereby also largely clarifying questions of authorship for the individual sheets. It remained unnoticed, however, that the female figure visible in the painting on the easel follows a woodcut illustration in Cesare Ripa’s *Iconologia* exactly: The figure depicts a personification of ‘Filosofia’ as a young woman standing upright with her hair loose. She holds a sceptre in her left hand and, in her right, several books, while her gown resembles a tower of steps ‘come depenta dal Boezio nella sua consolatione philosophica’ [fig. 10].

Besides Ripa, the sheet therefore references an authoritative text (i.e. Boethius) whose context is constituted in the generously abundantly filled bookshelf in the background. The compact bulk of thick volumes need not be examined on account of what kinds of books they were. In fact already the well-ordered collection of books articulates that we are indeed looking at a library with encyclopaedic aspirations, so that the artist did not bother about adding book titles. Despite the fact that the artist holds a palette in his hand, the self-portrait addresses less the practical side of his work and instead underscores antecedent intellectual activity, understood

---


83 Here we can likewise see the bits of cloth that were ripped out of Philosophy’s simple dress by the Stoics and Epicureans (*Consolatio* 1.3). C.f. the variant first version of the illustration in *Iconologia di Cesare Ripa* (Rome, Lepido Facii: 1603) 164, modified in the Siena edition of 1611, 246. Ghezzi’s direct model is clearly the woodcut that was first used in the Paduan edition of 1618, 191. On the variant versions of the illustrations and their relationship to the text see Werner G., *Ripa’s Iconologia: Quellen, Methode, Ziele* (Utrecht: 1977) 42, 83.
here literally as his ‘learned background’. The old artist himself is the probable author of the Latin caption that emphasizes his poetic talents.84

Giuseppe Ghezzi’s son Pier Leone (1674–1755) equalled his father in his ambitions when he staged himself as an artist reading, albeit with less formality than his parent. He too was versed in various sciences and had enjoyed the advantages of a profound artistic education. Supported early by his sponsor Carlo Maratta, he was made an ‘accademico di merito’ in 1705, and in the following year became an official member of the Accademia di San Luca, from thence on playing a leading role in the Roman art scene. Besides his occupation as a history painter and as a much-in-demand society portraitist, Ghezzi worked also in the area of inventing

---

stage machinery and apparatus for festivals, as well as designed compositions for copperplate engravings. Furthermore, he was an art collector and dealer, and was a highly respected expert on antiquity. His variety of interests bears fruit especially in his drawings. In Pier Leone's eyes this medium allowed much more scope for experiment than painting, even though his paintings, too, were exceptionally original. Not only many of his portraits, illustrations and designs for decorations testify to this, but also his numerous vedute and landscapes as well as his studies of antiquities, which he often supplemented with detailed commentaries. Today, above all his caricatures are famous, all of which he executed with pen and ink in a characteristic hatching technique. The volumes he put together under the title of 'Mondo Nuovo' present, in over a thousand sheets, a panorama of Roman society in the first half of the 18th century: the nobility, scholars, artists, clerics, antiquaries, tourists etc. Quite often the sitters were portrayed in some relation to books, mostly to point out their special interests. For example, the theatre architect Girolamo Teodoli holds a libretto of an oratorium composed by Pietro Metastasio in his hands. He recites from it, while the treatises written by Andrea Palladio and Vincenzo Scamozzi lie on the table waiting for his attention. On the other hand, the Neapolitan history painter Francesco Solimena – who Ghezzi held in high esteem – has been depicted in a very private way. He wears a lounging coat and no wig, devoid of the traits and attributes of the academic grandezza. He has turned away from his easel and is absorbed in reading 'Favole di Ovidio', that is, the Metamorphoses, a book that like no other was suited to provide endless sustenance to the creative visual imagination [fig. 11].

---


86 Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Codex Ottob. lat. 3117, fol. 15. Caption: 'Ritratto del signor marchese Teodoli cavaliere eruditissimo in moltissime cose, il quale eresse di sua invenzione il Teatro Argentina, e molte altre fabbriche fatte con la sua direttione [...] 26 aprile 1739.'

Fig. 11. Pier Leone Ghezzi, *Francesco Solimena*, 1736. Pen and ink on paper. Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Codex Ottob. lat. 317, fol. 15.
As far as Pier Leone Ghezzi's numerous self-portraits are concerned in which he slipped into greatly various roles during his long career, an early drawing from a private collection deserves special attention in the present context [fig. 12].

Ghezzi drew his portrait *en face*. He has placed his idle left hand on a presumably female head, which appears to gaze out of the picture as if alive. The small scale denotes its artefact character. It is true that the situation depicted in the picture corresponds with that of painting a self-portrait. However, the drawing that is being executed in the picture is not of the artist's face but bears the features of the small bust he has positioned so that he can portray its mirror image. Obviously he must hold it in place because the small head is missing a pedestal. At the same time the draftsman can haptically examine the visual data. As a result we are confronted by the play of successive degrees of mimesis: The picture expresses an intra-pictural relationship between the drawing of his self-portrait, the drawing of the bust, and the drawing of the act of drawing the bust. It is noteworthy that Ghezzi accentuated the simultaneity of observation and writing down, concept and embodiment, that he depicted his own head disproportionately large as he leaned forward, intent on the creative act.

The strongly emphasized forehead is the sovereign over his hands, and likewise has the command over the measuring instruments lying on the table. They have no practical relevance for drawing a portrait, and are thus to be interpreted, in this context, as metaphors for judgement.
and the *docta manus* – the learned hand – of the artist. With the pair of compasses we think of the famous maxim in which Michelangelo warned that an artist should carry ‘the compass in his eyes’ (*le seste negli occhi*). In this context it seems reasonable to suppose that the bust of a female head, held as if it were the insignia of rulers, is a personification of ‘Idea’. This would at least fit in with the scenery in the background, where a reference library is visible behind a curtain that has been drawn aside.
On the only partially visible spines of the tomes we can read ‘PET[RAR] CA’, ‘EUC[LI][DE]’, ‘VETRU[VIUS]’ and ‘L. VINCI’ – a canon that even in its extreme compactness makes the scope of the draftsman’s interests known. Whereas the treatises of a more practical kind on geometry, architecture, and painting can be assigned to his active hand, the higher realms of poetry represented by the *poeta laureatus* has been placed at the same level as his head. The personal library, divided into sections according to fields of studies, is a kind of externalized memory, and the curtain that has been pushed aside points out that it is used when required, for *utilitas privata*. In this drawing the motif of the library is only loosely reminiscent of the grand staging of the same in the self-portrait of Ghezzi’s father Giuseppe. Pier Leone’s sovereignly sketched self-presentation as the *draftsman in his studio* strikes us, entirely without foregrounded allegory, as presenting a personal set of rules for the art of drawing based on observation and speculation while supported by literary erudition.

A sheet in the Albertina contains related subject matter. It is also to be ordered among Ghezzi’s self-portrait drawings, even though it appears to be an interior devoid of figures – at least on the surface [fig. 13]. The carefully composed drawing is of a studio that is obviously an attic. It is a well-lit working space without any luxuries; everything in it can be traced back to the artistic profession. Indeed, only the actual painter is missing. What we have here is one of the earliest examples of the representation of an interior as a vehicle for a hidden self-portrait: an arrangement of inanimate things has replaced the portrait.91

Despite the wash that subtly renders light and shade and despite the ease and accuracy in the use of perspective, the spatial illusionism in the drawing is only subsidiary to an objectivized stilization. Suggestions of picturesque disorder have been consolidated into a highly disciplined contour drawing that imbues the single objects in the representation with special significance, while likewise taking stock of them. Thus the drawing lays bare its specific structural framework and is engaged with its own fabrication; it is, so to speak, a peep into an artist’s workshop. The way the fixtures and working utensils have been put together leads us to

---


Fig. 13. [Col. Pl. 3] Pier Leone Ghezzi, The Artist's Studio, 1712. Pen and ink on paper. Vienna, Albertina.
conclude that, besides artistic production also reproduction demands to be acknowledged.

As the artist himself is absent we look to the easel for a protagonist, it being his main piece of equipment for art production. There our curiosity is aroused by the fact that we can only see the canvas that the artist is currently working on from the back. While the empty chair, together with a prepared palette, insinuates a disrupted sitting for a portrait, the horizontal format of the canvas urges us to conjecture that a different genre is concerned here. And the drawing in question is ultimately a combination of an interior, a still life and a landscape. The latter comes into play through the window in the upper part of the wall as a picture within a picture. The interplay of these elements allows us to reconstruct a ‘portrait’, namely that of the draftsman. It is left up to the viewers of the sheet to fill in the various blanks. They are guided by the concrete references provided by a seemingly careless cumulation of reference works comprising hefty tomes that invite us to read the titles on their spines. The detail that the books are presented in the drawing as laid out and not standing – which facilitates reading – underscores their significance by showing that they are in use. The question concerning the assortment need not be asked. What lies at the top is always what is currently being consulted. A regrouping of the pile of books in a different order articulates that knowledge is in perpetual motion.

The twenty-odd book titles may at first glance not seem a very balanced out selection, but if we inspect the pile more closely we find that it is definitely oriented toward the above-mentioned canon of authors. Therefore it comes as no surprise to find Ovid’s *Metamorphoses* (‘Meta. Ovidi’) and Josephus (‘Giosef Historico’), then widely read, right on top, followed by a selection of poetical and historical classics of antiquity and early modern

---


93 ‘The rules of genre in art restrict subject matter to a specific world and its properties and modes (*modus essendi*). Then, in order to include exceptions, they genre-specifically transform these into an acceptable mode. Therefore a genre is a complementary totality, the multiplication of a unity of its characteristic, closely related and alien elements.’ Kemp W., “Beziehungsspiele: Versuch einer Gattungspoetik des Interieurs” in Heck K. – Jöchner C. (eds.), *Kemp-Reader: Ausgewählte Schriften von Wolfgang Kemp* (Munich-Berlin: 2006) 123–138.
times. The assortment of books is rounded off by several treatises on architecture, Italian editions of Dürer’s *Four Books on Human Proportion* and *Four Books on Measurement*, as well as Ripa’s indispensable *Iconologia*. A skull set on a single book peeps out from the second shelf that is partly veiled by the curtain. The title of the volume is clearly legible, reading ‘Euclide’. This fits in nicely with the triangle form of the set square hung above, whereas the extremely topical combination of skull and book seems a distant echo of the symbol-laden *vanitas* still lifes that were popular in the former century. Paradoxically, the macabre prop animates the empty space by gazing in the direction of the easel.

And yet another book lies apart from the staple, further to the right on a small single shelf together with sheets of music, directly under a guitar hanging on the wall. ‘Appiano’ has been inscribed in mirror writing on the book – certainly not a very canonical author. Appian of Alexandria’s *Romaika*, surviving only in fragments, is a key source for the history of the Roman Civil Wars. We can safely conclude that, because of the fact that it was in Ghezzi’s reference library and in the company of Livy, Josephus, Tacitus and Plutarch, the artist was greatly interested in the historiography of antiquity. Possibly he was even engaged in reading this book at the time he was working on the drawing. Just as the musical instrument that is always at hand – a reference to Ghezzi actually playing an instrument himself – the book fulfills the therapeutic function of a diversion for the artist from the toils of painting, something to pass the time with and banish gloomy thoughts. Taking the interpretation even further, we could also comprehend the stringed instrument, related to Apollo’s lyre, as an allusion to the ‘ambience’ of the neighbouring landscape painting, of the harmonious combination of colours that we, of course, due to it being a drawing, can only imagine.

The easel that proffers the reverse side of a canvas and the painter’s equipment that has been put down are not only indices of the artist just

---


95 Besides other instruments Ghezzi played the violin and the spinet, see Rostirolla, *Il “Mondo novo”* 15–29.
having left the scene. These details also emphasize the endless creative potential of a space in which there is a continual rotation between active work and pausing to reflect, between conception and production that constantly brings forth new works of art. The principle of creative diversion becomes manifest in the evocation of an apparently only just vacated interior. The observer fills this ‘break from work’ by having a look around the studio and, on account of the fixtures, objects and utensils, can draw conclusions on the artist’s work practices and his intellectual makeup. We are enticed to interpret rather by the suggested than the articulated meaning in the web of relationships between the objects in the picture – such as conceptualized painting utensils, to which the books also belong – and, above all, the compacted selection of book titles. Carefully calculated, not without a touch of coquetry, and with the temporal quality of a snapshot, this drawing documents the working methods of a true virtuoso. Unfortunately it is not possible to determine whom the artist was addressing with the sheet, if he intended it for an artist friend, a conversation partner, or a patron. The drawing certainly does not have an introspective character and seems to expect an attentive observer who can appreciate the erudition of the author of the picture by reading its articulate signs.

VII. Book and Books: ‘Il libro mio’

Inevitably the question must remain unanswered as to how ‘select’ knowledge from books found its way into the heads of artists and was then transposed into pictures.96 Can reading transform the artistic imagination?97 Can reading even have a derogatory effect on creativity? Do artists read books in a different way to philosophers and scholars? Did they even have time, in the past, to hunt for books or read at leisure? What significance did the aesthetic character of a book or its monetary value have for their desire to possess books? But an even more basic question would be to ask if there is a methodical and constructive way of describing the connection between owning books, individual reading habits, and the invention

---

of pictorial ideas that can be utilized for art-historical study of meaning. Research has not yet really considered – at least not systematically – the questions of if artists read books at all, and if so how? And then, if they did read them, were they then engrossed by them, or did they excerpt from books like scholars? And finally, in what form were the topical orders of knowledge that were relevant for scholarly practice also relevant for the concerns of artists? Elizabeth McGrath succeeded in clearly demonstrating how Rubens used his books, and above all those of the Greek and Roman historians, just like an exceptional *pictor doctus* for the generation of ideas for pictures. In his methods he resembled a scholar by making detailed excerpts and confronting these with pictorial *invenzioni*. The thematic choices as well as modes of expression could thereby definitely be indebted directly to a textual experience. Nevertheless it must be emphasized that Rubens undoubtedly was a special case, and we cannot simply take him as a paradigm for making similar conclusions about other artists’ study practices even if they also had a humanist background.

But it still remains that the historical situation, too, must be described: that the canon of what was read was often very limited, that books were expensive, that some of the books available could not be read because, especially in the case of artists, the language barrier was insurmountable (and this was particularly true for Latin). This definitely counts for the relationship of the artist to books, to the *one* book, and the way in which he or she may have acquired knowledge stored therein. Of course the sources are mute on the subject of the process of reading or on that of a special individual relationship to a specific book. The title of Pontormo’s diary ‘il libro mio’ is a late conjecture, and can be by no means understood as a contemporary indication of great intimacy toward to this compilation of self-observations, dietary measures, and brief comments on the progress of his own art works. Generally any book with personal notes of any kind could be accepted as ‘libro mio’ in the 16th century. An especially strong emphasis on and emphatic relationship to printed material (‘my Virgil!, ‘my Homer!’) as we typically know from the era of sentimentalism

---

98 For the literary history see Werle, *Copia librorum*.
100 See Maria Berbara’s contribution on Hollanda in this volume.
is not at all characteristic for artists in the early modern period. [see figs. 14 and 15]

And still there certainly would have been preferences, ‘favourite authors’ and the like. Especially Pontormo’s meagre diary entries give us a palpable impression of artists’ familiarity with certain classical literature. Indeed, the difference of opinion between him and his friend and student Bronzino on the phrasing of a verse from the *Canzoniere* required exact knowledge of the text on the part of both artists. Of Bronzino was said that he knew Dante entirely and Petrarch for the most part by heart. An active member of the Florentine Accademia degli Umidi, he himself wrote

---

102 Ibid., entry from January 17, 1555. On this topic see Cécile Beuzelin’s contribution in this volume, esp. pp. 77–81.
many sonnets and burlesque poems that were praised by professional writers.\textsuperscript{103} And it is well-known that the same is true for Michelangelo. In Michelangelo’s biography, Ascanio Condivi describes how the artist’s study of the classic Tuscan authors inspired his own poetry while writing the ‘Divino’.\textsuperscript{104} Michelangelo’s special affinity to the poet who wrote the

\textsuperscript{103} Bronzino ‘dimostra l’avere tutto Dante e grandissima parte del Petrarca nella memoria assai più oltre che non crederebbero per avventura quelli i quali non sanno che si come la poesia non è altro che una dipintura che favelli, così la pittura non è altro che una poesia mutola,’ Benedetto Varchi wrote in a 1539 letter to the painter Tribolo, see Parker D., \textit{Bronzino: Renaissance Painter as Poet} (New York: 2000) 17.

\textsuperscript{104} Condivi Ascanio, \textit{Vita di Michelangelo Buonarroti} (Rome, Antonio Blado: 1553) chapter XLIV, see, on Michelangelo’s study of Dante, also sections XVI and LI.
Commedia was such an established fact that Pierfrancesco Giambullari dedicated his Difesa della lingua fiorentina e di Dante (Florence 1556) to the artist, and Donato Giannotti had the ‘gran dantista’ appear as expert in his dialogues on Dante’s hell (De’l sito, forma, & misure dello Inferno di Dante, Florence 1544), stating that: Nobody knows more about this monumental epic poem (‘intenda e possegga’). Giovan Battista Gelli and later likewise Giovanni Battista Guarini said the same of him. The fact that Michelangelo actually identified with his great countryman (and his fate as an émigré) was no secret and the notion of both having a kindred artistic mind was an accepted topos by the mid-Cinquecento at the latest. It is true that the notion is in part based on the successful self-fashioning of an artist who was much admired for his terribilità and, already very early in his career, demonstrated exceptional talent. Relevant to the above is the problem of a concept of style spanning the various arts, which necessitates knowing precisely which books were read. Specialized knowledge based on previous and repeated study of a favourite author was obviously very widespread, in particular amongst Florentine artists and artisans. But as yet it has neither been established along which avenues appropriation of such knowledge took place nor the range of literature that was likewise read.

VIII. Notes in the Margin

With marginal notes and sketches we are entirely dependent on the analyses of a few scattered traces left by the reader. Every now and again they can be verified as being executed by the hand of a certain artist. However, like the legacies of libraries and books, the study of marginalia has largely been restricted to isolated cases. This is astounding, as marginalia are extremely eloquent documents for the knowledge-history assessment of competence in reading and comprehension of artists, if only because they continued the traditional practice among scholars of annotating texts.


106 For Benedetto Varchi, the tertium comparationis in his Lezione della maggioranza delle arti from 1547 (Barocchi, Trattati I, 57) was ‘the grand and the sublime’. Lenzoni Carlo, In difesa della lingua fiorentina et di Dante: Con le regole da far bella et numerosa la prosa, ed. by C. Bartoli (Florence, Lorenzo Torrentino: 1556) 10, noted down: ‘Come il Petrarca imparò da Dante et non lo superò, se ben fece divinamente: così Raffaello non ha superato Michelagnolo, se bene paion fatte in Paradiso se sue pitture.’ Already Ludovico Dolce reversed this in his Dialogo intitolato l’Aretino, (Venice, Gabriel Giolito: 1557) 172 by opposing the rawness of Michelangelo-Dante with the grace of Raphael-Petrarch.
since the Middle Ages.\footnote{As a textual genre, marginalia have hardly been the subject of systematic study as yet. However, see Corsten S., “Marginalie”, in Lexikon des gesamten Buchwesens (Stuttgart: 1985–), vol. V (Stuttgart: 1999), 66; Sherman W.H., Used Books: Marking Readers in Renaissance England, Material Texts (Philadelphia: 2008).} Marginalia are often related to underlined passages, are basically extensions thereof – in a textual framework in which reflection on what is read precipitates itself. Hence they were valuable also in their mnemonic function insofar as they facilitated the finding of passages in some way significant for the reader, or record what the author condoned or disapproved of. As ‘critical apparatus’ such commentaries become part of the book and can be of use to other, later readers. Under certain circumstances they can possibly guide reception, but the appeal of marginalia naturally lies in their often subjective bias and the impulsive character of some comments. Especially Giorgio Vasari renewedly provoked his readers, many of whom were artists, to voice their point of view in the margins of the pages, either to reinforce opinions, to emphatically agree, or disagree with unmerited judgements, or merely correct facts or supplement the content.

The editions of Vasari’s \textit{Vite} in which El Greco and the Carracci left their annotations are surely the most famous examples of a reading practice involving commentary and correction of text on the part of artists. They are highly valuable documents because they pertain to Vasari’s normative categories and judgements. And furthermore, we can recognize their individual art-theoretical positions in their sometimes pointed aphoristic tenor. Thus El Greco’s commentaries, mostly in Spanish, side with primacy of color in opposition to the Florentine ideal of \textit{disegno}. In sporadically sarcastic comments, he also broods on Michelangelo’s Vita, debating the artist’s superiorities and deficits as a sculptor, painter and architect – whereby we can often palpably discern the fruits of the Greek artist’s Venetian schooling and his worship of Titian.\footnote{De Salas X., “Un exemplaire des ‘Vies’ de Vasari annoté par le Greco”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts 69 (1967) 176–180; Marías F., “El Greco’s Artistic Thought: From the Eyes of the Soul to the Eyes of Reason”, in Álvarez Lopera J. (ed.), El Greco: Identity and Transformation, exh. cat. Madrid et al. (Geneva: 1999) 165–185; Zeitler K. – Hellwig K., El Greco kommentiert den Wettstreit der Künste (Munich-Berlin: 2008) 52–59.} The postils of the Carracci emphasize much more polemically the independence of North Italian painting, in particular the tradition of Venetian painting represented by Titian, in contrast to the canon supported by Vasari that was oriented toward Florence and Tuscany.\footnote{See Bodmer H., “Le note marginali di Agostino Carracci nell’edizione del Vasari del 1568”, Il Vasari 10 (1939) 89–127; Dempsey C., Annibale Carracci and the Beginnings of}
were often by several hands. El Greco’s copy of the *Vite* formerly belonged to Federico Zuccari, who made critical comments in the margins on Vasari’s views and judgements.\(^{110}\) In the case of the Carracci the handwriting of seven different authors of marginalia could be discerned, which has to do with the complicated provenance of the volume. The visibility of usage obviously was an added enticement for subsequent readers to also add their observations and opinions, allowing a trail of comments to emerge as a paratext.\(^{111}\) When attentive and critical readers vocalised their disapproval of the printed content, or likewise demonstrated their superior knowledge, for example, with a scholarly reference, they undoubtedly did so with subsequent readers in mind – readers who might be interested in their annotations and who they sought to win over to their point of view. The marginal notes (postils) were, despite being later supplements, always directed at future generations as a continuous dialogue. Through research of marginalia we can safely anticipate, also in the future, further decisive impetus for our knowledge about artists and their reading practices.\(^{112}\)

---


The observation has often been made that when the traditional manuscript was replaced by the printed book in the early modern period also the content and reception of knowledge underwent a change. The threat of an overwhelming bulk of knowledge due to the printing press certainly increased. And furthermore, an exclusive scholarly culture was now faced with an ever-growing laiety in the public sphere which now had comparatively easier access to knowledge. Knowledge became ubiquitous through the printing press, and there was a strong tendency toward textualisation. As a result, attempts were made at ordering knowledge in encyclopaedic works and catalogues. With the advent of printing reading grew much more widespread among laypeople who not understand Latin, as the market for books in the vernacular continually grew. Through research on the history of reading and on reading reception we have today a concise idea of how knowledge was conveyed through translations, such as the uncannily strong impact of the volgare culture on the printing and reading practices of the laity who did not understand Latin. While we must read the book list that was compiled for Leonardo da Vinci with caution, it shows clearly that the painter and natural philosopher mainly read books in the volgare, although he owned books in Latin as well. Rubens remained an exception. He was known among humanists as the ‘bene doctus’ because of his excellent humanistic education and his sound
knowledge of Latin, which was mirrored by the large number of Latin volumes in his library.\(^{115}\) In biographical literature references there is seldom mention of an artist having knowledge of Latin.\(^{116}\) The knowledge was probably conveyed by translations in the vernacular, imitations or paraphrases of the classics, and additionally through collections of *loci communes* (commonplace books). For the early modern period it suffices in this context to point out Bodo Guthmüller’s research on the mediation of mythological knowledge using the example of Ovid – who was a key author for artists too.\(^{117}\) Ovid was practically only consulted in vernacular editions in which the content had been totally transformed into a moralizing adaptation of the original text. Such editions were based on a prose paraphrase dating back to the Trecento and the Ovid interpretations of the Bolognese scholar Giovanni del Virgilio. The reading habits displayed here can be described as a general problem in the case of artists: How did they read, which texts were preferred, and what were they able to understand? To what extent did lack of knowledge of foreign languages

\(^{115}\) On this topic see Baudouin, “Rubens” 231–233; Arents, *De Bibliothek*.


and reading the classics in the vernacular lead to independent visual characteristics that possibly were due to misinterpretations and mistakes in translation? Guthmüller brought forward a chief witness to verify the fact that partial misinterpretations of the classics occasionally occurred due to new audiences or marked shifts in reading practices, namely, in the case of several iconographical details in Giulio Romano’s frescos in the Sala dei Giganti in Palazzo del Té in Mantua. A translation error occurred as far back as the Trecento and was still to be found in vernacular Ovid editions throughout the early 16th century. In any case, it probably explains the existence of a particular iconographical feature that otherwise strikes us as incongruous as part of the mythological subject of the fall of the giants (Ovid, Metamorphoses I, 151–162): We are able to discern monkeys amongst the avalanche of rocks. Of course they can be easily interpreted as a negative moral reference, which, in the context of the fall of the giants and the overarching theme of superbia punita, seems logical enough. But there is no mention of such a detail in Ovid’s Metamorphoses. Guthmüller demonstrates that in an early manuscript presumably the simple error of the word ‘scires’ being transcribed as ‘simiae’ (monkeys) was to blame, which could then be commonly found in the vernacular tradition of the 16th century. Trecento commentators had already explained the moral behind the unusual detail: The monkeys grew out of the blood of the giants killed by Jupiter: ‘e il sangue lor in scimie si converse’. Therefore the monkeys are symbols for the degradation of the proud. As the giants were symbols of superbia by virtue of their lack of respect for the god Jupiter, the monkeys who were born of their blood were symbols of wickedness in people – who were transformed into monstrous creatures because of their greed and arrogance.

An iconographic analysis of this kind, at least to an extent, runs counter to an emphasis on comprehending education as humanist at the time. Instead it strongly suggests that, by means of translation, the myths of antiquity were transformed into vehicles for non-classical content. A comprehension of the impact of reading adapted to this situation is therefore another decisive element in our pursuit of a better understanding of artists’ reading practices. In the surviving inventories of artists’ libraries of the late 16th and early 17th centuries we do in fact find some proof that many

---

artists did probably read translations. Even artists who were particularly fond of reading such as Durante Alberti and Pietro Veri owned just about only books in the vernacular. They probably had not learnt Latin and read also literature from other European countries only in translation.

X. Reading the Book of Nature: The Case of Palissy

But we also have the contrary cases of artists who defined themselves by means of their rejection of book learning. This phenomenon has been subject to much scholarly research in recent times. But the situation is even more complicated than it at first seems.

Bernard Palissy (1510?–1589?) gave public lectures from 1575 to 1584 in Paris. He expressly invited ‘everyone who was educated’ and requested entry fees. The audience lists, as communicated by Palissy himself, included the names of all the leading doctors and scholars living in Paris at the time. Like those held by anatomists, his lectures were accompanied by practical demonstrations, especially by presenting examples from his collection. Palissy’s *Discours admirables* (1580) is a product of these lectures. In the publication that adopted the literary form of the dialogue, theory opposes practice and loses in the end.119

Because the *discours admirables* explicitly reject the ideal of the *poeta doctus*, they provide a few special insights into the problem of what was peculiar to reading habits amongst artists as well what comprised their specific knowledge. Palissy opposed every form of erudition, declaring unabashedly that he had no knowledge of Latin120 and therefore could not read the authors of antiquity. He literally lauds himself on account of his lack of erudition, asserting that it was precisely because he was free of the shackles of scholarship that he could force nature to reveal its secrets to him. In his own words:


120 ‘I should have been very pleased to understand Latin and to read the books of these philosophers, to learn from the ones to contradict the others.’ Palissy B., *The Admirable Discourses*, trans. A. La Rocque (Urbana: 1957) 155.
I have had no other book than the sky and the earth, which is known to all, and is given to all to know and to read in this beautiful book. Now, having read in it, I have studied earthly things.121

Palissy claimed that he was able – alone through his practical skills that he gained through hard work in producing ceramics – to impart more knowledge on geology, hydrology, agronomy, and palaeontology than philosophers of nature. He promised his readers right at the start of his book:

I can assure you, reader, that in a very few hours […] you will learn more natural philosophy about the things contained in this book, than you could learn in fifty years by reading theories and opinions of the ancient philosophers.122

In recent research in the field of history of science, especially Pamela Smith repeatedly uses Palissy for evidencing a ‘profound reorientation in attitudes to the material world and material things’ that ‘took place in Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries’.123 She maintains that by investigating how persons who were considered to belong to the lower cultural eschalons actually saw themselves invalidated the classical differentiation between high and low culture. Palissy’s dictum, that he ‘read’ alone the earth and the sky and no books ‘expresses a specific artisanal epistemological radicalism, one that can be termed “material literacy”’.124 Smith’s basic hypothesis on this matter is worded as follows:

The knowledge of artisans was transmitted by doing and imitation, rather than by the study of books, and artisanal guilds, their rituals, apprenticeship training, and unwritten techniques constitutes the means by which artisanal knowledge and techniques were reproduced. Such training led to what I call an ‘artisanal literacy’, which had to do with gaining knowledge neither through reading nor writing, but through a process of experience and labour. […] We might regard this as a nontextual, even a nonverbal literacy.125

122 Palissy, Admirable Discourses 27.
124 Smith, Body of the Artisan 100; Smith, “Giving Voice” 76.
125 Smith, “Giving Voice” 76.
Artisanal knowledge was passed on ‘by doing and imitation’. She asserts that Palissy’s declaration was radical and challenged traditional structures of learning, arguing that his knowledge was, in contrast, productive knowledge because it could be put to use directly. In her eyes Palissy adopted the standpoint of *vita activa* in opposition to *contemplativa*.

According to Smith, Palissy – just as Cennino Cennini, Leonardo da Vinci, Albrecht Dürer, or Wenzel Jamnitzer did before him – demonstrates how a specifically ‘artisanal epistemology’ was beginning to prevail over the traditional Aristotelian distinction between theoretical knowledge based on deduction from principles and practical knowledge concerning the making of objects.

In the meantime we are constantly confronted with this term in history-of-knowledge literature for the early modern period. Admittedly it is not new, at least as far as the issue it addresses is concerned. For example, the classic studies by Leonardo Olschki, Edgar Zilsel, Ernst Kris, Paolo Rossi and Pierre Duhem long ago investigated the significance of artisans and engineers for a revaluation of learned knowledge. The authors based their research on an extensive fund of historical material, but at no time asserted that skills and knowledge specific to artisans and navigators was knowledge as such. Even if the writings of engineers and technicians were increasingly consulted by scholars and scientists, this does not mean that the observations therein already had the status of knowledge, even in the eyes of the philosopher and propagator of empirism Francis Bacon.

---

126 Ibid., 78.
127 Ibid., 83.
132 Already Charles Webster pointed out that: ‘Such figures as Agricola, Palissy and Stevin were willing to bridge the gulf between the scholar and the craftsman; they had exhibited the enormous potentialities of literate technology. On the other hand neither the scholastic philosopher nor their critics could satisfy Bacon that they were sufficiently aware of the need to relate natural philosophy to its natural roots in experience.’ Webster C., *The Great Instauration: Science, Medicine and Reform 1626–1660* (London: 1975) 337–338.
What is new in Smith’s hypothesis is alone that henceforth not only tradesmen and craftsmen but also artists wished to be considered artisans who were elevated by means of trade-specific knowledge (‘artisinal knowledge’), and that this type of knowledge was based purely on empiricism and not on a theoretical frame. For all that, the concept of artisanal epistemology seems to rest on a number of fundamental misunderstandings. But exactly the clarification thereof makes it possible to define the relation between artists’ reading practices and knowledge more precisely: Traditionally epistemology is a theory of knowledge that asks what makes scientific knowledge out of knowledge. In the recent French variety of historical epistemology the question was historicized. This leads to a comprehension of epistemology as ‘reflection on the historic conditions – under which and the means with which things are made into objects of knowledge – that trigger the process of gaining scientific or scholarly knowledge and keep it going’. Classical historical epistemologists such as Gaston Bachelard underscore the fact that scholarly or scientific knowledge is constituted against everyday knowledge by abandoning any lifeworld points of reference. In Bachelard’s eyes, Palissy would be an example for pre-scientific thought due to the fact that he donned the vestments of empiricism and pretended not to have to integrate his observations into a system of thought in which they would first acquire validity through experience. At crucial points Palissy merely referred to the divine order of nature. From Bachelard’s point of view, Palissy should be counted among the group of naturalists who were the ‘victims of metaphors’, whereas indeed it was the lot of the ‘scientific intellect’ to ‘struggle unrelentingly against images, analogies and metaphors’. The same is true for the concept of empiricism, which cannot be simply legitimized by appealing to appearances, but must be integrated within a theoretical framework in various ways.

---

135 On this topic see Bachelard G., Die Bildung des wissenschaftlichen Geistes (Frankfurt: 1987) 51, 68–69, 84.
137 Ibid., 80.
The status of Palissy’s ‘learned’ knowledge still remains unclear – although it was, after all, mediated through word and script. In this context it would be desirable to discuss his strong criticism of the alchemists, which, for example, William Newman interprets as the principal goal of the *Discours.* Incidentally, in Smith’s eyes, ‘artisanal epistemology’ was assigned to alchemists too. Likewise we must ask if one can really lump Paracelsus, Dürrer and Palissy together in this way. First, however, the concepts of nature, experience and knowledge called upon by Smith need to be specified more closely both historically and systematically. Indeed, in the 16th and 17th centuries they were understood in a variety of ways, while also the supposedly counter position represented by Aristotelism, or ‘the’ theoretical science, in no way formed a monolithic block, so to speak. It is general knowledge that Aristotle left an extensive body of writings that by no means only analysed ethical and political practice but also practical knowledge in the natural sciences that cannot be acquired through deduction, as is especially the case in biology and meteorology, that is, in key areas for Palissy. Such a comparison of positions always oversimplify more or less, and the assertion based on it, that a specific kind of artists’ knowledge exists without them having to read books, can only serve as a kind of assurance.

Additionally, Palissy’s writings are extreme examples from the hand of an artist-author, whose literary ambitions target the self-image of an exceptional talent by following mythical examples in a manner directly counterfactual to other artists’ biographies. In this way Palissy sought to imbue his life with the aura of exceptionality. This description of his dramatic struggle with the elements of earth and fire allude to similar forms

---


140 Smith, “Giving Voice” 84: ‘“science” meant theoretical knowledge that could be ascertained with certainty, usually by deductive means.’

of boldness among the gods and demigods of antiquity (such as Daedalus and Vulcan), and, on closer scrutiny, his alleged spontaneity proves to be pure stylization. This attitude certainly makes Palissy radically different to a modern writer such as Montaigne who, with his creative self-confidence, did not need such a construct to underpin the rareness of his talents. Another point of debate is whether we are doing Albrecht Dürer a favour if we, as Smith does, praise him as an artisan. After all, he fought all his life to be recognized as an artist. In fact we must generally ask if, when an artist made claims to knowledge, this was recognized within a knowledge culture, and if so, which factors were then relevant? Actually, talk of straight ‘naturalism’ in face of Palissy’s highly artificial art objects appears to be a subsequent illusory construction that interprets a historic text much too literally. For, to unmask the radical nature of Palissy’s dictum, we need only mention that the metaphor of ‘reading from the book of nature’ is in fact ancient. Likewise we must doubt whether here a new kind of empiricism is being propagated. For it is clear that Palissy’s constant references to his collection in order to visually evidence what his writings fail to palpably convey has, in the text, an ostentatively polemic function. Moreover, the fact that some of Palissy’s ceramic objects were not simply casts from nature but were instead representations and descriptions after examples in books, such as in that of Pierre Belon [figs. 16 and 17].

---

144 Kemp, “Palissy’s philosophical pots” 80: ‘His cabinet was designed as a didactic tool to bring the viewer face-to-face with empirical reality.’
145 ‘I have set up a cabinet in which I have placed many admirable and monstrous things which I have drawn from the bowels of the earth, and which give reliable evidence of what I say, and no one will be found who will not admit them to be true, after he has seen the things which I have prepared in my cabinet, in order to convince all those who do not believe my writings [or do not wish to otherwise have faith in my writings] . . . in proving my written reasons, I satisfy sight, hearing, and touch, and for this reason defamers will have no power over me; as you will see when you come to see me in my little academy [!].’
Fig. 16. Pierre Belon, *La nature et diversité des poissons, avec leurs pour-

Fig. 17. Bernard Palissy, *Oval bassin with coiled snake, large crayfish, etc.
on a smooth white background*, c. 1570–1590. Lead-glazed ceramic. Sèvres, 
Musée national de Céramique.
It is important to take careful note of the rhetorical or topical construction of Palissy’s writings\textsuperscript{147} and the said techniques of self-stylization that he used to establish himself within scholarly traditions – and through which he possibly only first was accepted by his contemporaries. Already Duhem recognized that Palissy’s alleged unlearnedness was a pose, and tried to prove that Palissy extensively plagiarized Cardano even on issues he criticized the latter for. Duhem therefore even doubted if it were really a fact that Palissy could not understand Latin.\textsuperscript{148} Moreover, the body of writings that Palissy consulted grows more extensive daily due to research.\textsuperscript{149} Even though we are confronted here with the lucky case of an artist who openly informs us about what he read and what he did not, we unfortunately cannot depend on the information he so freely imparted about himself. Instead we must remain aloof in our judgement thereof and recognize that this information reveals a traditional pattern characteristic for early modern scholarly texts, which consisted of eclectic, combinatory, intertextual writing and combining various other text fragments.\textsuperscript{150}

---


Palissy read books, but he in fact did deal with them differently. Therefore we can rightfully see in him the predecessor of Francis Bacon, which has already often been asserted. They were not rejected, however, but instead collected so that the traditional knowledge between their covers could be re-examined. A transformation took place in reading, and books turned into practical objects or tools that artists took with them into their studios. The same is true for Palissy. With Palissy, too, we are again confronted with the question concerning artists’ libraries and the specific nature of artists’ reading practices.

XI. *The Unexpected in the Library*

It would be very wrong to trivialize what and how artists read, to reduce them to the level of not having been schooled in Latin and, to a great extent, uneducated. An interesting inventory has survived from Jürgen Ovens (1623–1678) from Tönning in Northern Germany that gives insight into the intellectual household of an artist. Indeed, what we learn from the inventory we would hardly expect by just being acquainted with his pictures. This artist often stayed in Amsterdam, where he painted the *Conspiracy of Claudius Civilis* for the townhall, and had been a student of Rembrandt. Later he lived in Friedrichstadt but maintained close contacts to Holland. Having learnt his art from Rembrandt he can hardly be described as original, and in his history paintings he remains true to the influence of his master. As court painter to the Dukes of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorff, he had a great variety of responsibilities and was espe-


cially called on to paint portraits, which left him very little time to develop individual pictorial concepts. If we did not have the inventory, we would estimate Oven’s talents as occasionally very good although technically inconsistent, and, on the whole, consider him to be an average German Rembrandt epigone whose paintings could hardly lay claim to masking higher intellectual aspirations. The inventory of his estate however brings very other contexts to light. Of course we must be very careful in dealing with the information also in this document; the inventory was first compiled for his widow’s estate in 1691, and Ovens had already died in 1678. Nevertheless, we find an impressive list of book titles in it, many of which we would not expect to find in an artist’s library. In fact, much more than literature of the ancients we find a plethora of religious books and devotional literature – and in a quantity that brings us to surmise that the artist was probably seriously interested in theology. A number of questions spring to mind in regard to the inventory; and the first, of course, demands that we ask if it really is of the personal estate of the artist. Because his art collection is also listed on the inventory this seems, at least at first glance, very probable. The inventory has a number of surprises in store, because although works such as chronicles, translations of the classics and also several Bibles were standard items in artists’ libraries of the 17th century and can also be found in a similar makeup in the case of Joachim von Sandrart, other sections of the collection urge us to ponder on their relevance. Of the latter group is an obvious preference for certain authors such as Jacob Cats and Sebastian Franck, who are represented by an impressive number of books. Perhaps we can here observe the manifestation of an early concept of ‘favourite authors’? But we are even more surprised by the unusual bias in this artist’s library – because in it there is not a single book on art theory to balance out an overwhelming quantity of theological literature. The fact that the books are mostly Dutch iners

---

that they were very probably owned by Ovens due to his many longer sojourns in Amsterdam, some of them lasting several years. A document such as Ovens’s inventory inevitably raises questions that can hardly be answered by conventional art-historical analysis. Was the artist truly a pictor doctus with a wide span of learned interests that specifically included theology; or was he perhaps also engaged in pastoral work in the parish of Friedrichstadt? Or did these books have another owner and were only deposited with his widow, and therefore do not allow us to arrive at any conclusions about Ovens’s intellectual ambitions? It is highly likely that the estate of this artist does not stand alone in the history of reception, and many source publications leave general doubts as to whether they can be with certainty considered as part of the legacy of an artist and the basis for far-reaching speculation on his or her intellectual aspirations.

An evaluation substantiated from a knowledge-history viewpoint is still a desideratum, also for the inventory just discussed. And this kind of evaluation can only lead to definite insights into 17th-century devotional reading practices if it is scrutinized within the context of history of theology and education. Such an investigation would also take denominational peculiarities into account alongside the variously differentiated canons of the European national literatures. Since the later 16th century, in Catholic states, typical post-conciliar writings such as the Roman Missal and Breviary or the Tridentine Canones et Decreta joined the league of established types of contemplative devotional literature, for example, the lives of the saints, penitentials, meditations on the rosary etc. In contrast – besides an obviously different kind of spirituality – in Protestant and Lutheran regions people very often owned Bibles themselves, and intensive study thereof played a prominent role, also as a means of alphabetization. We must likewise bear in mind the role played by regionally greatly differing options for buying books, the availability of certain authors, or the imposition of sanctions against the possession of certain heterodox literature.

Crossdisciplinary approaches of this kind have as yet practically not been pursued in the research of artists’ reading practices in the early modern period. They would necessitate that the description of individual cases be embedded in knowledge-culture contexts. Also the research field of the early modern period must be closely defined. And, in relation to artist readers, additionally the technologies and facts of book market history must be investigated – such as the suppression of manuscripts by the printing press, a reduction in book prices in the 16th and 17th centuries, and the regional or national and international circulation of stocks of knowledge
in printed books.\textsuperscript{154} We must also not forget to consider the phenomenon of a ‘belated early modern era’ in German-speaking Europe, as has been succinctly described by Heinz Schlaffer for German-language Baroque literature from Martin Opitz to Christian Hoffmann von Hofmannswaldau. Devastated by the Thirty Years’ War, German-speaking regions were first decisively shaped by imitation and tentative appropriation of antiquity – the basis of Renaissance humanism and Italian Mannerism – in the 17th century, so that here the reception of literary innovations of 16th-century national Roman literatures was ‘delayed’.\textsuperscript{155} Schlaffer’s thesis was inevitably criticized because it failed to consider the impact of Neo-Latin literature and also because it was based on a notion of literature that was too restricted to do justice to the early modern period. Sufficient evidence does in fact exist to substantiate the phenomenon of ‘delayed’ reception in the case of art literature and the reception of humanist art theory. Key works were only available relatively late in German translation, as we can observe in the case of Ripa’s \textit{Iconologia}, which was first published only very late in 1647, 1659 and 1669 in German translations of various lengths, in individual selections, and varying quality. And what is also noteworthy is that they were not translated from Italian editions but from Dutch translations belonging to German artists.\textsuperscript{156} The history of knowledge specific to artists therefore mirrors the general conditions of knowledge mediation through printing, dissemination of books, and translations.


With this volume of chapters our goal is to enlighten on the above-men-
tioned questions relating to the education, reading habits, and knowledge
of artists. In keeping with expectations, the chapters here too involve mostly
case studies devoted to specific artists, inventories, or art-theoretical prob-
lems that foreground reading practices. The editors unanimously decided
to not include contributions that alone held the promise of revealing new
archival material, or only accept such a chapter under certain prerequisites.
Instead we gave preference to contributors who went beyond art history
and explored related material from a knowledge-history angle, and, at the
same time, increased the latitude of who is considered an artist by also
elucidating on the libraries of musicians,\footnote{See Rainer Bayreuther’s contribution in this volume.} architects,\footnote{See Alexander Marr’s contribution in this volume.} and philosophers
in their chapters. Furthermore, the selection of contributions that investi-
gate artists’ libraries in different countries is designed to offer insight into
regional peculiarities as well as complex transnational exchange processes
and asynchronous manifestations. Hence the order in which the chapters
appear is loosely connected to the chronology of the subject matter.
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\footnote{See also Curcio C. – Nobile M.R. – Scotti Tosini A. (eds.), \textit{I libri e l’ingegno: studi sulla biblioteca dell’architetto (XV–XX secolo)} (Palermo: 2010), containing contributions on the libraries of Francesco Ricchino, Bernardo Antonio Vittone, Bernardo Temanza, Carl Johan Cronstedt, Giacomo Quarenghi and Thomas Jefferson.}
Fig. 18. Final vignette of the biography of Guercino from Carlo Cesare Malvasia, *Felsina Pittrice* (Bologna: 1678).
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